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Spoken by about a thousand people in sorne remote villages of Northern Kam-
chatka, Alutor is a language of the Chukchee-Karnchatka stock; no monographie
description of it has been made until DOW. For a few basic facts about AluLor see
Mel'l:uk-Savvina (1978), and for a formaI model of AJutor conjugation see
Mel'I.":uk(1973). Here l will be exclusively concerned with one particular problem
of Alutor verb morphology: the use of a dualizer and severa! pluralizers. A dual-
izer, respectively pluralizer, is a morph that expresses the dual, respectively the
plural, and appears in a finite verbal word-Corrota mark the number of its gram-
matical subject and/or direct abject.

1. The Dual and the Plural oC the Subject and/or Object as Expressed
in the Verb. The following three points need to be stated as a basis for the sub-
sequent presentation:

(i) The Alutor DOlln and personal pronoun distinguish TlffiEE grammatical
numbers: singular (sg), dual (du), and plural (pl).

(ii) An Alutor transitive verb is invariably used in the so-called ERGATIVE
CONSTRUCTION, that Ïs, its grammatical subject is in the instrumental
(or in the locative, if it is a human proper name) and its direct object is in
the nominative; cf. Mel'i!uk (1978). (There is no accusative in the
language.)

(iii) Any Alutor tensed verb obligatorily agrees both in person and number with
its main actants: that is, an intransitive verb agrees with its grammatical
subject, and a transitive verb with its grammatical subject and its direct
object as weIl (one verb, ialéJkki 'to give', can agree with its indirect, rather
than direct, object). Thus an Alutor transitive verb is BI-PERSONAL.
Therefore, we have to distinguish the subject person vs. the object person
and the subject number vs. the object number of the verb form (SUBJ vs.
OBJ).

In the examples that follow l do not explain (for lack of space) numerous
phonological and morphonological alternations and l do not justify the particular
morphological description l propose.l

1 To make the reading or the g10sses easier, let me indicate that Alutor has three moods:
IND(icative), IMPER(ative) and CONJ(unctive), the latter being c106e to both the English condition al
and 8ubjunctive; and two tenses: PRES(ent) and AOR(ist), roughly _ Englisb past indefinite; tbere
Îs also POST(eriority), a rorm marking temporal sequence, and RES(ultative), a. paasive-Iike rorm
denoting astate that results rrom a. previous action or event. An important property or Alutor is rre--
quent use or circumtlxes, i.e. affixes tbat embrace a stem or another affix; in my illustrations tbe
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Since the complete paradigms of the Alutor verb are toc bulky 1 l exemplify
only two combinations of subject-object persons: Ist person SUBJ - 3rd person
OBJ and 3rd person SUBJ - 3rd person OBJ (nine forms per each combination).
(1) Examples of first person subject - third person object
- Singular subject

a. t.
!lSG.SUBJ.IND

+ nu +
eat

tb +
PRES

na
9SG.OBJ

'YOm +
1

nan
INSTR

wapaqa +
fly agaric

T~nutkcm '1'~mnan wapaq '1 am eating a fly agaricl•

~
SG.NOM

b. t. + nu + tk. + na + t
DU

'1'~m+ nan wapaqa + t -+
DU.NOM

T~nutk~nat '"Y3mnanwapaqat '1 am eating two fly agaricsl•

c. t. + nu + tb + na + (w(wi))2 'J.m + nan wapaqa +
PL

(w(wi))
PL. NOM

T~nutk~na(w(wi» '"Y~mnanwapaqa(w(wi) '1 am eating many By agarics1•

- Dual subject

d. m.t
lDU.SUBJ.IND

+ nu +
cat

tk.
PRES

+ na
9SG.OBJ

mur +
wc-DU

1

INSTR

wapaqa + ~
fly agaric SG.NOM
M~tnutk~n muri wapaq 'We two are eating a fly agaric1

•

e. M3tnutk~na + t muri wapaqa + t 'We two are eating two fly agarics'.
f. M.tnutbna + (w(wi)) muri wapaqa + (w(wi)) 'We two are eating many

flyagarics'.

circumfixes are marked by a superposed bracket: ~:I+j:liqat+p+'Yh 'be as\eep!' For key terms, such
as morph, morphem~, alfomorph, offiT-, BuffiT-,circumfi.%, etc. see Mel'~uk 1982.

2 In Alutor speech, the pluralizer -wwi can be reduced to -w or de\eted aJtogether (both in nouns and
verbs). In formai, carerul style the AJutor say t:lnut ..bnawtvÏ '1 am eating them many'; Jess formally, it
sounds t:lnutbnaw, and colloquially (the most frequent pronunciation) it becomes t:lnutk:lna. (This is
shown by parentheses meaning "optionaJ".) Note that the vowel -0 in an Alutor root or a suffix,
which is obligatorily dropped before a pause or a zero suffix, is obligatorily ret.ained beCore -wtvÏ even
if this suffix is it...selfde!eted by the above-mentioned ellipsis. Thus we have:

t:lnutbn <*t:lnutk:lna> '1 eat it' - t:lnu/k:lna <*t:lnutk:ln> '1 eat them many' l_t:lnu/k:lnaww11;

wapaq <*wopoqo> 'lai fiy agaric' - wapoqo <*wopaq> 'fiy agarics' l-wapoqowW11.
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- Plural subject

g. ffi;}t + nu + la +
lDUSUBJ.IND eat PL

tko + t +
PRES PL

~
9SG.OBJ

mur,/;} + nan wapaqa + ~ --+
we-PL INSTR fly agaric
M;}tnulatk;}t rnur,/;}nan wapaq 'We (many) are eating a fly agaric'.

h. m;}t + nu + la + tk;} +
lDUSUBJIND

na + t
9SG.OBJ DU

murj;}nan wapaqa + t --+

M;}tnutk;}nat mur,/;}nan wapaqat 'We (many) are eating two fly agarics'
(and not *m;}tnulatk;}nat, as could be expected, see below).

1. m.t + nu + la + tk. + na + (w(wi)) muq.nan wapaqa + (w(wi))
---+ M.tnutkona(w(wi)) muq.nan wapaqa(w(wi)) 'We many are eating fly
agarics' (and not *m;}tnulatk;}na(w(wi)), as cou Id be expected, see below).

NB: Note the homophony of the surface verbal forms in (I.e-f) and (I.h-i): the
verbal forms for 'we two' and 'we many' are not physically distinct if the 3rd per-
son abject is in the dual or in the plural (see below).

(2) Examples of third person subject - third person object
- Singular subject

a. ~ +
9SG.SUBJ.IND

nu +
eat

tb +
PRES

nina
9SG.OJB

qlavul +
man

a
SG.INSTR

wapaqa + ~ ---+
fly agaric SG.NOM
Tutk;}nin qlavula wapaq '(The) man is eating a fly agaric'.

b. ~ + nu + tk;} + nina + t qlavula wapaqa + t --+
Tutk~ninat qlavula wapaqat '(The) man is eating two fly agarics'.

c. Tutkonina + (w(wi)) qlavula wapaqa + (w(wi)) '(The) man is eating
many fly agarics'.

- Dual subject

d. na + nu + tk~ +
9DUSUBJ.IND

na
9SG.OBJ

qlavul +
man

t.k
DU.INSTR

wapaqa + ~ ---+

Nanutk~n qlavul~t~k wapaq 'Two men are eating a fly agaric'.
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e. na + nu + tka + na + t qlavul + tak wapaqa + t --+

Nanutkanat qlavulatak wapaqat 'Two men are eating two fly agarics'.

f. Nanutk.na + (w(wi)) qlavul.t.k wapaqa + (w(wi)) 'Two men are eating
many fly agarics'.

- Plural subject
g., h., i. = d., e., C.; that is, in the presence oC a non-singular 3rd person

object, the verbal forros with a dual and those with a plural 3rd person subject
are homophonous - just as are those with a dual or plural lst persan subject.

From (1) and (2), it can be seen that AJutor has special morphs, more
specifically - suffixes and a circumfix, ta dualize and pluralize the subject and the
object of a verb as a function of its agreement with the corresponding NP. Let
me give a brief survey of these morphs.

The verbal dualizer is subject to two restrictions. First, it applies to a
singular actant (subject or direct object) only in the 3rd person. This is the suffix
-t, the same as the dualizer of AJutor nouns, cf. t:mutbn '1 eat it' vs. lanutkana+ t
'1 eat them two' and wapaq 'a fly agaric' vs. wapaqa+t 'two fly agarics'. For the
subjects and abjects of the lst and 2nd persons the dual is expressed syncretically
_ together with the persan - by cumulative morphs mat- ...-mak 1 DU, -mak 1 DU,
fJ- ... -tak 2 DU, and -tak 2 DU. This syncretism appears also in 3rd person sub-
jects of transitive verbs, see e.g. (2d).

Second, the dualizer applies to the subject only if there is no direct object,
i.e., either in intransitive verbs or in the resultative (a kind of passive, where the
"semantic" object becomes the grammatical subject while the "semantic" subject
is demoted and disappears). If both the subject and the direct object are
expressed in a given verb form, then only the object can be dualized, since a
transitive dual subject is marked by a cumulative morpho Therefore, there is no
homophony between a form meaning 'they two - them two' and that meaning 'he
- them two':

(3) ~ + naw<:ljat + tb + DIna + t --+
9SG.SUBJ.IND feed PRES 9SG.OBJ DU

Taw<:ljat<:ltk<:lninat 'He feeds them two' vs.

na + naw<:ljat + tk<:l + na + t --+
9DU.SUBJ.IND 9SG.OBJ DU

Nanaw<:ljat<:ltk<:lnat 'They two feed thero two'.

Let me DOWgive several examples to show how the dualizer is used:

(4) a. Dualizing the subject

~ + j<:llqat<:l+ tk<:lD 'He is asleep' ""-'
9SG.SUBJ.IND ,/<ep PRES
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--------~ T

~ + j.lqat. + tk. + t'They two are asleep'.
DU

+ ~ 'He will fall asleep' ~
POST

~ + tl + j.lqat. + ~
POST ,/tep AOR

d 1 • 1 d 1
y + ta + J. qat. + y + U' + t 'They two will faB asleep'.

"ra + j~lqat + lina -+
RES ,/tep 9SG.SUBJ.IND
raj.lqallin '(It appears that) he has slept' ~
raj~lqallinat '(it appears that) they two have slept'.

"ra + nasvissav + lin maniwra + n
pitch tent SG.NOM

'(It appears that) the tent has been pitched' ~
ranasvissavlinat maniwra + t '(It appears that) two tents have been
pitched' .

b. Dualizing the object

t~ + naw~jat + tk~ + na -+
lSG.SUBJ.IND Iccd PRES 9SG.OBJ
T~naw~jat~tk~n '1 feed him' ........
T~naw~jat~tk~nat '1 feed them two'.

~ + naw.jat + tk. +
9SG.SUBJ.IND Iccd

Dina
9SG.OBJ

-+

q1 + nawajat +
2SG.SUBJ./MPER feed

Taw~jat~tk~nin 'He feeds him' ........,
Taw~jat~tk~ninat'He feeds them two'.

~ +
AOR

1.
'l1 +

2SG.SUBJ./MPER
ïena

9SG.OBJ
-+

Qanaw~jat"ren!'Feed him!' ..........
Q~naw~jat'1'ena+ t! 'Feed them two!' (cf. fn. 6, second remark).

The verbal pluralizers are of two basic types:

I. those that pluralize the singular actant; and

II. th05e that pluralize the dual actant.

1. The singular-bound pluralizers are subject to the same restrictions as the
dualizer -t: they occur only in the 3rd person and pluralize the subject only if
there is no direct object (i.e., in intransitive verbs or in resultative forms); when
both are present, then the object alone cao be pluralized. Type 1 pluralizers are
three in number:
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(w(wi)), Le., the same pluralizer as in Douns; it is used in ail tenses and
moods except in the indicative of intransitive verbs and in the resultative, thus
pluralizing intransitive subjects in the imperative and the conjunctive, as weIl as
objects.

la- ... -t, which is used in aIl forms of the indicative of intransitive verbs,
except the resultative; this is a circumfix embracing the tense marker and plural-
izing the intransitive subjects in the indicative.

Lay, which is used in the resultative, where it pluralizes the subject and
replaces, 50 to speak, the "expected" *-lina + (w(wi))j it is a rnegamorph mani-
festing two rnorphernes at once: {3SG.SUBJ.IND} + {PL3}.

(5) a. Pluralizing the subject
ri ---"---.-1-------

1
n + J~ qat + tka + na --1-

SSG. SUBJ. IMPER ./eep PRES SSG.SUBJ.IMPER
N::Ijalqatatk;)o! 'Let him sleep!' ,........
Najalqatatbna(w(wi))! 'Let thern (rnany) sleep!'

1 ? 1 k 1n + + J;) qat + t ;) + na -+
SSG.SUBJ.CONJ CONJ SSG.SUBJ.CONJ
Najalqatatkan 'He would sleep (now)' ~
Najalqatatkana(w(wi)) 'They (rnany) would sleep (now)'.

~ + jalqat + tkan -+
SSG.SUBJ.IND
J;)lqat;)tk;)n 'He is asleep' ..........

. 1 1~ + Jalqat + la + tb + t
PL PL

hlqallatbt 'They (rnany) are asleep'.

1 .
ta + Jalqat +

POST
~ +

SSG.SUBJ.IND
~

AOR
+

1
U

POST
Taj3lqat~HJ 'He will faIl asleep' ,........
~+ ta + jalqat + la + U+ t -+
Tajalqallau3 'They (rnany) will fall asleep'.

3 The element -D of the posteriority circumfix 'o- ...·D is morphologically incompatible with several
suffixes and suffixal parts of circumfixes: sometimes, this ·D forces the other suftix out of the form
(such as in this case: taj~lqaUtl{} instead. of the phonemically well·formed ·tBj~lq(Jlltl{}~t), 80metimes it
is -D that has to go. However, the corresponding rules are Loo complicated to be formulated here.
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'"ta + jolqat + lina ->
RES .l"p 9SG.SUBJ.IND
rajolqallin '(It appears that) he has slept' ~

'"ta+ jolqat + lau ->
PL.SUBJ.IND

rajolqallau '(It appears that) they (rnany) have slept'.
b. Pluralizing the object

Tdnaw~jat;}tk;}n '1 feecl him' ........
Tonawojatotkona(w(wi)) '1 reed thern (rnany)'.
Taw;}jatatbmin 'He feeds him' ........
Tawojatotkonina(w(wi)) 'He reeds thern (rnany)'.
Il. The dual-bound pluralizers operate only in the 15t and 2nd persons

(of the actant in question), Le., where the dual is expressed syncretically with the
person. There are also three of them:

la in aIl tenses and moods, except the 15t persan subject in the present of
all three moods of intransitive verbs and the resultativej it pluralizes subjects as
weIl as direct abjects.

/a- ... -t in the 15t persan subject present of ail three moods of intransitive
verbs (but not in the resultative).

u in the resultative.

(6) a. Pluralizing the subject

ina + naw;}jat + tk;mi +
lSG.OBJ f«d PRES

tok
2DU.SUBJ

lnanaw;}jat;}tkanitak 'You two are feeding me' ........
Inanaw~jallatk.mit~k 'You (many) are feeding me'.

[ 1 1 . ri lkTo')'Ok man + Jalqat + y + ma --+
lDU.SUBJ.lMPER ,/eep AOR lDU.SUBJ.IMPER

[ TOjOk 1 mappalqanmak! 4Let us two have a sleep!' .-....-
[ To'"tok[ rnappolqalla(rnok)! 'Let us (rnany) have a sleep!'
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~ +

2DU.SUBJ.IND
Tajalqatatkanitê)k
Taj,lqallatbnit,k

ta + j,lqat + tk,ni +
POST sleep PRES
'You two will be asleep' ........
'You (many) will be asleep',

l
t,k

2DUSUBJ.IND

IDem +
lDU SUBJ.IND

? + j,lqat + tbn
CONJ PRES

Man?ajalqatatk.m 'We two would be asleep' ........
M:;m?ajalqallatkat 'We (many) would be asleep',

"13 + jalqat + muri -+
RES sleep lDU.SUBJ.IND
rajalqanmuri '(It appears that) we two have slept' ........
raj,lqanmuru '(It appears that) we (many) have slept'.

"la + nawajat + turi -+
RES feed f!DUSUBJ.IND
ranawajatturi '(It appears that) you two have been Ced' ........
ranawajatturu '(It appears that) you (many) have been fed'.

b. Pluralizing the abject

t,
lSG.SUBJ.IND

+ nawdjat + tkani +
feed PRES

t,k
2DU.OBJ

Tanawajatatkcmitak '1 am feeding yOll two' ........
Tanawajallatk:mitak '1 am feeding you (many)'.

an + nawajat +
2SG.SUBJ.IMPER feed

mak -+
lDU.OBJ

dnnawajanrnak! 'Feed us two!' .........,
élnnawajallamak! 'Feed us (many)!'

2. Morphemic Solutions for AJutor Dualizer and Pluralizer Verbal
Morphs. Taking into consideration the data presented above we can postulate
for Alutor the three following verbal morphemes:

(i) A 3rd person dualizer:

{DU} +-----> -1

(ii) A 3rd person pluralizer:4

4: Nole lhal under our approach an affixal morpheme can include differenl lypes of affixes, in lhis PM-
t,icular case - suffixes and circumfixes, as bolh Alulor pluralizers do. This is typicaJ of the Alutor
language, where ail subject personal morphemes include simultaneously suffixes and circumfixes and
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{PL 3} -(w(wi)) not in the indicative of intransitive
verbs and not in the resultative

/a- ... t in the indicative of intransitive verbs
but Dot in the resultative

(iii) A Ist/2nd person pluralizer:

{PL 1/2} -la not in the lst person (of subject) in the
present of intransitive verbs and not in
the resultative

/a ... -t in the Ist person (of subject) in the
present of intransitive verbs but Dot in
the resultative

-u in the resultative

Moreover, as indicated above, there is a pluralizer megamorph manifesting tWQ

morphernes at once:

{3SG.SUBJ.lND} + {PL 3} +----+- -la!] 1 in the resultative

It follows immediately that the Alutor verb has no personal morphemes
(neither for the subject nor for the abject) in the plural: the plural of subject and
of abject is shawn either by a separate pluralizer or is not shown at aIl (in case of
incompatibility of two pluralizers, etc., see below).

Let P stand for any person, pl for lstJ2nd persons, and M for any moodj
then the stock of Alutor personal morphemes is specified as follows:

{P.SG.SUBJ.M} {P.SGOBJ}
{P.DU.SUBJ.M} {P'.DU.OBJ}

That is, Alutor bas {ISG.SUBJ.lND}. {2SG.SUBJ.IMPER}, {3SG.SUBJ.CONJ}.
{IDU.SUBJ.IND}. etc., but no morphemes written as *{IPL.SUBJ.lND} or
*{3PL.OBJ}, etc. A morphologicaJ meaning such as '1 pl' or '3 pl' is expressed
by combining the morphemes {IDU ...} + {PL} or {3SG... } + {PL}, respectively;
this constitutes an interesting morphological peculiarity, which will be discussed
below.

In the dual, the situation is slightly different from what we observe in the
plural. Since the separate dualizer -t is used to dualize the 3rd persan subject

the lst persan object morpheme (in the singular) - a suffix and a prefix. Examples:

{ISG.SUBJ.lND} has alternants t- in the present and l- ...·k in the a.orist; {ISG.OBJ} has alternants
-..,~m with 3rd person non-singular subject and ina- with 2nd person or singular subject.
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only in objectless forros (see above, p. 424), dual personal morphemes (including
cumulative person-number morphs) do exist for the 3rd persan subject, but Dot
for the 3rd persan abject (the latter being dualized by -t); thus we have three
morphemes {3DU.SUBJ.M}, but none of the form *{3DU.OBJ}. The morpholog-
ical meaning '3 du' of the subject in the transitive verbal forros is expressed
through an allomorph of one of the morphemes {3DU.SUBJ.M}, but in objectless
forms it is expressed, once again, by combining the morphemes {3SG ... } + {DU},
very much like what we see in the plural.

This brings us to a curiolis feature of Alutor verbal morphology: SE'MAN-
TIC NON-ADDITMTY of certain affixes, specifically of the dualizer and plural-
izers. As a general Tule, current morphologie al descriptions are based on the tacit
assumption that when you add an affix a ta a stem s the meaning 'a' of the
former is added ta the meaning 's'of the latter, 50 that you obtain - metaphori-
cally speaking - the following:

s a
~+ ~,

s + a
's + a'

Talee the Latin declension: in, e.g., urb+s, urb+~'s, urb+em, ... , urb+ibus
the meaning of the stem urb is 'city /town', while the suffixes add ta it the mean-
ings of number and case: 'sg, nom', 'sg, gen', 'sg, ace', ... , 'pl, ab!'. This is a
typical sample of perfectly additive suffixation, where the signans of the suffix
and its meaning are added, respectively, ta the signans and the meaning of the
stem (whatever we understand by "meaning"). The same additive suffixation
obtains in the nu rober forros of the Alutor noun:

(7) a. singular dual plural

'reindeer'
'hand'
'hare'

qura +
mdn')' +
milut +

ga
a l:ga n
fi

qura
ffld n')'a
miluta

+
+
+

qura

"'" wy
m1ïuta

+
+
+

(w(wi))
u(w(wi))
(w(wi))

Ai; is clearly seen, the nominal stem carries the 'pure' lexical meaning,
without any· numerical specification; the number meaning Csg', 'du', and 'pl') is
simply added by the suffix:

b. qura + ua = quraua 'a reindeer'
reindeer SC.NOM

qura + t = qurat 'two reindeer'
reindeer DU. NOM

qura + (w(wi)) = qura(w(wi)) 'many reindeer'
reindeer PL. NOM

However, the Alutor VERBAL dualizer and pluralizers are not semantically
additive: their meanings are not sim ply added ta the meaning of the stem but
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replace a corresponding "piece" of this meaning. Thus when the pluralizer -la is
added to the stem (which, in this case, coincides with a full-ftedged word-forro):

1 1
~+ jdlqat~ + tkaoi + tak 'you-DU-sleep-PRES\

the meaning 'PL' of -la replaces 'DU' in the meaning of the initial Corro rather
than being added tü it, 50 that wc get

1 1
~+ j,lqal + la + tk,ni + t,k 'you-PL-sleep-PRES'.

In much the same way, the dualizer -t is added to the stem which already bas the
meaning of the singular:

'1 -"----. -1---k-----I
TI + Ja qat + t;} + na -+

9SG.SUBJ.IMPER s/eep PRES 9SG.SUBJ.IMPER
Naj;:}lqatathm! 'Let him be sleeping!' vs.
N<:ljalqatatk<mat! 'Let them two be sleeping!'

The meaning 'DU' of -t replaces the clement 'SG' included in the meaning of the
form naja/qatatbn (cf. NOTE at the end of the paper).

1 do Dot know if this phenomenon is wide-spread in the languages of the
world, or if additive suffixes with replacive meanings are an exception and res-
tricted ta a particular linguistic family (the same dualizer and pluralizers, which
are semantically non-additive, appear in the closely related Koryak - but not, for
instance, in Chukchee). Note, for example, that in Georgian, where independent
verbal pluralizers of the subject and the abject aIso exist, they are fully additive:

(8) Georgian

çer 'write' cern 'beat'
(3rd person object) (3rd person subject)

subject sg pl abject sg pl

lst vçer vçert lst mcems gvcems
2nd çer çert 2nd geems geemt

Here, ~ marks only the first persan subject, and (J-, the second person subject,
while 9- - the second persan object, without any indication of number; the singu-
lar is expressed separately - by the suffix -{J, and the plural by -t; therefore, ail
the affixes are strictly additive in these Georgian forms. (The faet that lsg and
Ipl abjects are marked syncretically, by m- and g~ respectively, does not inter-
fere.) Cf. the four-way ambiguity of su ch a form as g + cern + t, where -t may be
taken ta pluralize both the subject and the object: '1 beat you many', 'we beat
you alone', 'we beat you many' and 'he beats you many'.

The same seems to hold for Basque, which aiso has independent verbal plu-
ralizers of the subject and the direct object (-z/s/ and -tz/c/). Thcse pluralizers
alternate with the zero marker of the singular and are trivially additive. l would
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like to mention also the case of Caddo (Chafe 1976: 68-69), which too has an
independent dualizer and an independent pluralizer of the subject and the abject
of a finite verb. Unfortunately, the data available are too seant y for me ta judge
wh ether thesc dualizer and pluralizer are additive.

It would be interesting ta explore the phenomenon of semantically non-
additive affixes in other languages.5 Let me only hint here that a similar,
although Dot identical, phenomenon is round in a few Indo-European languages in
a class of the so-called "reflexive" verbs. Thus in Russian serdit' means 'ta cause
to be angry' white serdit'sja (with the addition of the reflex ive sja suffix) is 'to be
angry'; the meaning of sja is, as we see, a cornmand for deleting the component
'ta cause' in the meaning of the basic verb.

3. Cooccurrence of Dualizers and Pluralizers in a Verb Form. From the
semantic viewpoint, in a transitive verb form (both) the subject and the object
cou Id be simultaneously dualized or pluralized. In other words, theorctically we
can have the following three combinations of grammatical numbers in a verb:

(i) DU,"bj + DUobj ('they two - them two')

(ii) DUsubjjobj + PLobjjsubj ('they two - them many', 'we many - them two',
etc.)

(iii) PLsubj + PLobj ('we many - them many', etc.)

Let us take these up in turn.

(i) Dualizer + Dualizer

Pu:, stated above, the morphologically independent dualization of the subject
is possible only in objectless forms; where the object is present, it is the object
alone that gets dualized. Consequently, two dualizers cannot appear in the same
form, and never do.

(ii) Dualizer + Pluralizer

Theoretically, the lst/2nd person subject pluralizer -la could cooccur with
the 3rd person object dualizer -t. To express the meanings

'we many, you many - thcm two'

the string of morphs *-la... na-t could in principlc bc uscd: it is sernantically and
phonologically well-formcd. But instcad of *matnulatkanat 'we many are eating
them two', which is un grammatical, wc have only matnutkanat, the form homo-
phonous with the form mcaning 'wc two - them two'. This is a purely morpho-
logical constraint, since as far as meaning or sound is concerned nothing prevents
the form *matnulatkanat from existing. We formulate this constraint as a rule of

5 The same sort of semantic non-a.dditivity is also observed on the lexical level. WhiJe an e::cellent
<beauliful, poor" .... > mother is a mother with certain qualifications added, an adoptive mother is
not a mother at. aIl; t.he meaning of adoptive is not. simply added to that of mo/her but. replaces and
transforms a part or it.. In French, fau'r, marbre 'imitation marbJe' is not marble; etc.
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obligatory morphological ellipsis (:m stands for morph):

(9) m' {PL ... }"bj' m" {PL..·}obj / {DU}obj -+ m"
The object dualizer or pluralizer "expels" the subject pluralizer where they
should have appeared together in the same form for semantic reasons. In this
sense, the Alutor direct object is stronger lhan the subject. VvewiU immediately
see that this is quite systematic.
(iii) Pluralizer + Pluralizer

Since the 3rd person subject cannot be independently pluralized in the pres-
ence of the object, we have only the following two combinations to consider:

_ lst/2nd person subject pluralizer, Ist/2nd person object pluralizer, Le.,
the forros meaning 'we many - you many' and 'you many - us many'.
Theoretically, these forms could include the string *-Iala, such as
*matnawajallalatkanitak 'wc many feed you many'. This, however, never hap-
pens: only one -Ia- per form is allowed, and it bears on the object, which becomes
'you many'; as far as the subject is concerned, the numerical value is ambiguous
between 'we two' and 'wc many', 50 that the form matnawajallatkanitak means
indiscriminately 'we two/many feed you many'. This is the same homophony as
before, in matnutkanat 'we twoJmany eat them two'. This is taken care of by
mIe (9); so we sec this ellipsis at work once again.

_ lst/2nd person subject pluralizer + 3rd person object pluralizer, with
meanmgs

'we many 1 you many - them many';
these could be markcd by the sequence *-la...+na+(w(wi}}, which however, hap-
pens to be ungrammatical: ouly +na+(w(wi}} is admitted, the subject pluralizer
being eliminated by the object pluralizer. As a result, a form such as
matnawajatatkana(w(wi}} is ambiguous as to the number of the subject: 'we
twoJmany fced them many'.

The obvious conclusion is that in an Aluter verb form only one dualizer or
pluralizer may appear: in an intransitive verb it bears on the subject, in a transi-
tive one, on the direct object. This fact Îs taken into account by rule (9), i.e., the
mie of morphological ellipsis. The importance of rule (9) and the supremacy of
the object dualizer and pluralizers (at the cxpense of the subject number markers)
in AJutor is obviously related to the ergative character of the language. It is
known that many syntactically ergative languages have devcloped from a previ-
ous state of so-called "semantic ergativity", where aU verbs denote states rather
than actions and are intransitive. Their only actant, i.e., their grammatical sub-
ject, fully determines the morphological devices used for agreement and the like.
Later, with major syntactic changes, the verb might become transitive 50 that the
former grammatical subject becomes the direct object; but many of the agree-
ment mechanisms of the past are retained. That is what we probably observe in
AJutor where the direct object is better served by the dualizer-pluralizer system
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-
in the verb than is the grammatical subject.6

There are two further difficulties to be mentioned in coonection with
dualizer-pluralizer cooccurrence.

First, with the 2nd person subject in the plural and the 3rd person object in
the dual or the plural no dualizer or pluralizer at aU is admitted:
(10) 3. tawajallatk.mitki 'you many (eecl him'

b. taw~jat3tk3nitki 'you many feecl them two/many' but not
*taw3jallatkanitki.

On the surface there is no object dualizer or pluralizer; therefore, it is Dot obvious
how rule (9) can be applied here. But our explanation is straightforward: in these
forms, we have a zero suffix of the 3rd person singular object, p- ... -tki being the
2nd person plural subject cumulative markeT; in AJutor, a dualizer or a pluralizer
is dropped if it bears on a preceding zero morpho Thus for a form such as (lOb)
we propose the following morphological representation:

1

~
eDu.SUBJ.IND

c. + naw~jat
!"d

+ la + tkoni +
PL PRES

1
tki

eDU.SUBJ.IND
+

~ + t
9SG.OBJ DU

Starting from (IOc), -la is deleted by rule (9) because of -t, which is itself deleted
because of the preceding -p; the final result is just (lOb). If the description (IOc)
is accepted, then the forms of the type tawajatatkanitki 'you twoJmany feed them
twoJmany' are fully accounted for by the morphological ellipsis (9).

Second, with the lstJ2nd person plural subject and the lstJ2nd person dual
object the subject pluralizer -la cannot be used:

6 Two important remarks seem in order here. First, how do 1 know which of the two obligatory ac-
tants of a transitive verb Îs Îts subject? The full answer is too complicated to give here; but sinee
the question is cruCÎal to my paper, 1 will provide a clue to the solution. The full paradigm of an Alu-
tor intransitive ("subject only") verb includes 72 forms, which show the agreement with the subject
by 72 "purely subject" circumfixes. A transitive ("subject - object") verb has 504 forms, where the
prefixes show agreement with actant Al and the suffixes, with actant A2. Now, the prefixal parts of
purely subject (= intransitive) circumfixes coincide with prefixes in subject-object forms in 320 of 504
cases, i.e., the rate of coincidence ls 63%; the suffixal parts of the same circumfixes coincide with
suffixes in subject-object forms only in 70 of 504 cases (13.5%). The ratio 63% : 13.5% = 4.6 indi-
cates that in subject-object forms it i5 the prefix that points to the subject (= Al) while the suffix
refieds the object (= A2).

Second, the Alutor object i5 "5tronger" th an Alutor subject not only with respect to
dualizer/pluralizer markers but also in the following sense: a non-zero object suffix always expels from
the word-form the suffixal part of a subject circumfix, although phonemically they could coexist
without problems. Cr., for example, the last forms in (4b): qOlnawOIjahen! instead of *qOlnawôljal1i1en

'feed him!'; or else mOltnawOIjalbk instead of *mOllnawOIjanmOlktOlk 'we two fed you two'; etc.
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(11) matnawajatatbmitak 'we many feed you two', instead of
*matnawajallatkdnitak;
nanawdjatdtkanimak 'you many feed us two', instead of
*nanawaj allatkdnimdk;

both starred forms are grammatical, but in a different sense, namely 'we/you
two/many feed you/us many'.

This fact cannot be described in terms of morphological ellipsis (9), since
forms (11) have no separate object dualizer or pluralizer. We need to postulate
for AJutor a special morphemic rule that excludes the choice of the {PL 1/2}
morpheme for the subject if there is a dual or plural lst/2nd person object. This
rule must be operational in AJutor for an obvious reason: in the verb, the dual
object is pluralized rather than the subject, 50 that if we have -Iain a verb form
where both the subject and the object are lst or 2nd person, the object will be
inevitably pluralized, which we do not want in cases like (11).
4. Summary. The preceding presentation can be summarized as follows: The
Alutor conjugation offers a number of interesting points to be studied in general
morphology, of which the following five are particularly noteworthy:
(a) separate dual/plural markers for the subject and the object within a verb

form;
(b) an asymmetric array of personal morphemes;
(c) semantic non-additivity of dual/plural markers;
(d) morphological ellipsis (object dualizers/pluralizers expelling subject ones);
(e) the link between the supremacy of the object marking in the verb form and

the ergative construction of the AJutor verb.
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NOTE
It might be argued that semantic non-additivity is not found when dualiz-

ing or pluralizing the singular forms of the 3rd person, since in these forros one
could postulate the zero sufflXof the singular, 50 that the dualizer and pluralizers
would become additive both in form and in meaning; for instance:

n+j.lqat+tko+na+~,g ~ n+j.lqat+tko+na+t ~ n+j.lqat+tko+na+(w(wi)).

Such a description would be fully parallel to that of AJutor nouns, cf. (6). How-
ever, 1 have rejected this possibility and consider the markers of the 3rd person
(of subject and/or object) as cumulative exponents of person and number
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together, so that such verbal prefixes as na- (3rd person subject) or suffixes as
-nin(a) (3rd person object) are presented as morphs of the morphemes

{3SG.SUBJ.IND} +----> na-
{3SG.OBJ} +----> -nin(aJ

respectively.
My arguments for this solution are twofold. First, in the Ist and 2nd per-

sons the separate presentation of the person and number is in any case impossi-
ble: markers such as t- 'lsg', m- 'lsg', mt}t- 'ldu', man- 'Idu', -mt}k 'Idu', -tt}k
'2du', etc., express the person and nurnber syncretically; these are cumulative
morphs and each one of the corresponding rnorphemes refers sirnultaneously to
the person and the number. Therefore, treating the 3rd person differently would
create an appreciable asyrnrnetry in our description: the forms of the 3rd person
would have a different rnorphological structure frorn those of the lst/2nd persons,
which would entail a nurnber of unnecessary complications.

Second, even in the 3rd person we do not always find separate expression of
the person and number. As already mentioned, the 3rd person dual transitive
subjects are rnarked by cumulative person-number rnorphs. Take, for example, a
transitive verb in the conjunctive:

(i) n + ? + nawajat + ~ + nina -t

9SG.SUBJ.CONJ CONJ feed AOR 9SG.OBJ
Nanawajatnin 'He would have fed him'

and

(ii) nan + ? + naw,jat + ~ + na -t

9DU.SUBJ. CONJ CONJ 9SG.OBJ
Nan1anawajatan 'They two would have fed him'.

Here the semantic difference in the nurnber of the subject (singular vs. dual) is
related to the formai difference in the subject prefixes n- vs. nan- and the object
suffixes -nina vs. -na. 1 cannnot determine which segment should be assigned the
meaning 'dual' in (ii) and where to put a zero affix for the singular of the subject
in (i), should we try to separate the person and the number in the above forms.
(In any event, the dualizer we couId postulate hcre would be unique and quite
different from the current Alutor dualizer -t.)

Note also that the form (iï) cannot be pluralized with respect to the subject:
in accordance with a general ru le of Alutor, one cannot separately pluralize the
subject in the verb form if a non-zero object suffix is present (with a few excep-
tions). Therefore, the form (ii) is in fact ambiguous: 'They two/many would have
fed hirn'. If we admit the separate dualization of the subject in these and many
similar forms, we will be forced to violate this rule.

Let it be emphasized that the hornophony with respect ta the dual/plural
subject is quite characteristic of the Alutor transitive forms containing a dual or
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plural object. That is, 'we two - you two' and 'we many - you two' are
expressed by the same formj so are 'we two - you many' and 'we many - you
many'; 'you two - them two' and 'you many - them twO'j and so forth.
Inversely, in the presence of a singular object the forms for the dual and those for
the plural Ist/2nd person subject are different:

(iii) mot + naw,jat + t,k 'We two feed you (sg)'
lDU.SUBJ.IND feed eSG.OBJ

vs.

m~t + naw~jal + la + t~k 'We many feed you (sg)'.
PL

~ +
eDU.SUBJ.IND
'You two feed me'

ina + naw~jat +
lSG.OBJ fad

1t,k
eDu.SUBJ.IND

vs.

ina + naw~jal + la +t~k 'You many feed me'.

m~t + naw~jat + na ---+-
9SG.OBJ

M~tnaw~jat~n 'We two feed him'
vs.

m~t+naw~jat+la+na ---+ M~tnaw~jallan 'We many feed him'.
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